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SI - Material and Methods
Input data
A literature review was conducted to identify potential risk factors (Table S1). Potential risk
factors that were accessible in a geo-referenced format were included in the analysis (Table 1,
main manuscript).
Data source
Spatial data on EVI and LST were sourced from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) website (http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/). For EVI (MODIS band 7)
all available monthly raster maps, i.e. between February 2000 and August 2011, were
extracted from the product Terra MOD13C2.005, totalling 139 monthly maps for each
variable. For LST, data for the period March 2000 to August 2011 were available (136 maps)
and downloaded from the product Terra V5 MOD11C3.005. Spatial data on land use, rivers
and waterbodies were obtained from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the
United Nations GeoNetwork webportal (http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home).
ArcGIS version 10 was used to work with global MODIS maps and extract South African
data.
Data management
Rainfall for the current and the month prior to case occurrence were potential risk factors for
RVF as they influence habitat suitability for vectors [1-9]. However, the Enhanced
Vegetation Index (EVI), a measure of vegetation abundance related to rainfall [10, 11], may
reflect more accurately vectors’ habitat than rainfall value itself. In addition, rainfall is often
extremely localized whereas weather stations are very sparsely distributed in many areas;
therefore we considered that EVI would give a better indication of local rainfall. Therefore,
the EVI value of the month prior to RVF case occurrence (noted EVIt-1), and the EVI value of
the month of RVF case occurrence (noted EVIt) were input covariates. Similarly, temperature
is known to influence Culicidae mosquitoes’ biology [12, 13], and therefore is likely to be a
risk factor for RVF outbreaks. The values of monthly average day temperature (Land Surface
Temperature, LST) for the month of RVF case occurrence (LSTt) and the one prior to it
(LSTt-1) were considered. Finally, an index measuring the disturbance of EVI (EVId) was also
computed to capture the fact that RVF outbreaks seemed to follow periods of unusually
heavy rainfall. Disturbance was defined as deviation in EVI value from EVI values recorded
during previous RVF-free outbreak years (2000-07), therefore EVId was the ratio of EVI
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during the month prior to RVF case occurrence, divided by the average of the monthly EVI
values for that same month in previous RVF-free years (during 2000-07). In summary, five
environmental variables, for which values were allowed to vary on a monthly basis, were
considered in the analysis: EVIt , EVIt-1, LSTt , LSTt-1 and EVId.
Two topographic variables, namely distance from rivers and waterbodies, and land use, were
included as non-time varying variables. Distances to rivers and waterbodies were considered
since RVF tends to be reported in areas near lakes, and waterbodies, and in riverine areas,
which provide favourable habitat for RVF vectors [1, 2, 4, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The variable
“distance from rivers and waterbodies” was computed first by converting the two vector
layers “distance from rivers” and “waterbodies” into raster files. Then, for each grid cell of
the country, the distance between each grid cell centroid to the nearest “river” or “waterbody”
grid cell was considered.
Finally, Land use was included in the model, as a fixed-time variable since no yearly data
was available, and categorised into agro-pastoral areas, forestry, herbaceous or bare areas,
irrigated areas, urban areas and water/wetlands. Finally, the dataset was split into the five
outbreak waves in order to conduct a separate analysis for each (January-May 2008,
February-June 2009, October-December 2009, January-July 2010 and December 2010 - July
2011).
Model selection
For each outbreak wave, an univariable and multivariable analyses were conducted. Models
were compared and selected using the deviance information criterion (DIC) [37], which
accounts for both model deviance and number of parameters. The best and most
parsimonious model was the one with the smallest DIC.
For the univariable analyses, the variables LSTt, LSTt-1 and EVId were categorised. For LSTt
and LSTt-1, cut-off values were 15°C, 25°C, 32°C, based on experimental temperatures used
to study infection and transmission rates of RVF virus in Culicidae mosquitoes [12, 13]. For
EVId, cut-off values were 1 and 1.1, therefore enabling to compare cells with a moderate and
important increase of vegetation density, with those experiencing a decrease in their
vegetation density (EVId < 1). The three variables EVIt, EVIt-1 and distance to waterbodies
and rivers, were tested as continuous and categorical, for which cut-off values were chosen
according to the first quartile, median and third quartile of the variables’ distribution. When
one of these quartile intervals exhibited zero cases (especially for the outbreak waves with
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few cases), it was merged with the immediate above or below quartile, without modifying the
cut-off value itself.
Whether variables would be included in the multivariable analyses as continuous or
categorical was also based on the DIC value. Correlations between variables were checked
using the Spearman rank statistics, and variables with a correlation coefficient above the
absolute value of 0.7 were considered as correlated. The choice between the two correlated
variables was also based on the DIC value.
Finally, the variables selected in the univariable analyses were fitted together, and a
multivariable analysis for each outbreak wave was carried out. For each outbreak wave, the
best and most parsimonious multivariable model was the one with the smallest DIC value.
Model diagnostics
The martingale residuals correspond to the difference between the observed and the predicted
values. For each grill cell i, the martingale residual 𝑟!" is defined as in Collett 2003 [18]:
𝑟!" = 𝛿! − 𝐻! 𝑡! ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝

!
!!! 𝛽! 𝑥!"

𝑡! + 𝜎! 𝑡! } (Equation S1)

where 𝑥!" 𝑡! are the values of the explanatory variables for the ith grid cell at time ti, βj the
estimated coefficients, p the number of variables, 𝜎! the value of the random effect at time ti,
𝛿! an event indicator that takes the value of one if the grid cell is censored and zero
otherwise, 𝐻! 𝑡! the estimated cumulative baseline hazard up to time ti..
The assumption of spatial independence, i.e. that residuals were randomly distributed in
space was comparing the empirical semivariogram with a simulation envelope expressing
spatial independence [19]. The empirical semivariogram plots the spatial dependence of the
residuals (y-axis) at pre-defined separating distances (or spatial lags), on the x-axis. Spatial
dependence is expressed by the semi-variance γ(h):
!

𝛾 ℎ = !  |!

! |

! !

𝑍 𝑆! − 𝑍 𝑆!

(Equation S2)

Where |N(h)| is the number of distinct pairs of points separated by distance h; Z(Si) and Z(Sj)
the residual values for points i and j. The semi-variance defined above assumes a stationary
and isotropic process (when spatial dependence varies only with distance, but not with
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direction) and is then used to generate omnidirectional semivariograms. The maximum
separating distance used was 1 decimal degree (111km), since the maximum spatial
dependence likely to have resulted from transmission was assumed to be 90km [20].

SI - Results
Spatial analyses of the residuals
In 2008, the spatial analysis of the martingale residuals exhibited no spatial structure up to
0.4 decimal degrees (Figure S1A), which means that for those distances, the model showed a
good fit to the data. Both 2009 models did not show any residual spatial autocorrelation
(Figures S1B and S1C). For the 2010 outbreak, spatial autocorrelation did not seem to have
been removed from the model, especially beyond the distances of about 40 km (0.4 decimal
degrees) (Figure S1D). Finally, in 2011, the residuals did not show evidence of positive
spatial autocorrelation (Figure 1SE).
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Figure S1: Semivariogram based on the martingale residuals, for the 2008 (A), first 2009 (B),
second 2009 (C), 2010 (D) and 2011 (E) outbreaks. The line with empty circles represents the
values of the semivariance for pairs of points at increasing separating distances (spatial lags
h); the two dashed lines represent the 95% simulation envelope of the semivariance. The
figures were created using the software R version 2.13.1.
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Table S1: List of known risk factors for Rift Valley fever occurrence and pathways for RVF
spread; and hypothesized risk factors specific to South-Africa following field observations
Risk factors
Country
Known risk factors
Water-bodies
Senegal
Senegal

Relationship between risk factor and RVF

Reference

RVF incidence higher in areas with waterbodies
[21]
RVF prevalence & incidence are heterogeneous among
[22, 23]
ponds
Saudi Arabia
RVF prevalence higher with presence of lakes and/or
[24]
ponds
Rainfall
Saudi Arabia
RVF prevalence higher with higher rainfall
[24]
Kenya
RVF mosquito abundance correlated with higher rainfall
[25]
Senegal
RVF risk higher in areas with higher rainfall
[26]
Mosquito
Saudi Arabia
RVF prevalence higher with higher mosquito density
[24]
NDVI/Vegetation
Kenya
RVF mosquito abundance correlated with higher NDVI
[25]
Kenya
RVF epizootics associated with increased NDVI
[27]
Africa
RVF activity associated with 3-months mean NDVI
[28]
anomalies
Temperature
Kenya
RVF epidemics associated with positive anomalies SSTs
[27, 29]
Known risk pathways for RVF virus spread
Movements
of Several countries Animal movement through trade is potential pathway of
[30-34]
infected
virus spread
animals
(Egypt, Europe, Saudi Arabia, Mayotte Islands, Yemen)
Mosquito
Egypt
Insects carried through wind is potential pathway of
[32]
dispersal
virus spread
Hypothesized risk factors specific to South African context
Rainfall
South Africa
Wetter climatic conditions favour vector breeding
[3]
South Africa
Epidemics in abnormally wet years
[5]
South Africa
Heavy rainfall creating favourable condition for
[7]
mosquito breeding
South Africa
Heavy rainfall during previous year
[1]
South Africa
Heavy rainfall
[4, 6]
South Africa
Heavy rains the previous month
[2, 9]
Water-bodies
South Africa
RVF reported in areas near full lakes and pans
[1, 2, 4, 6, 14, 15]
South Africa
RVF reported close to large pans
[16]
Rivers & water- South Africa
RVF present in riverine-pan areas
[17]
bodies
Temperature
South Africa
Epidemics area in low temperature area
[35]
South Africa
Decrease in temperature ended outbreak 2010
[36]
South Africa
RVF continues over warm winters to next season
[6]
AFSSA = Agence Francaise de Sécurité Sanitaire des Aliments, EFSA = European Food Safety Authority, NDVI =
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, RVF = Rift Valley fever
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